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Missionary Voice of the Church of the Nazarene
Bolivia Bible students al beginning of term. 1955
rJTHE above picture was taken at the first 
of our Bible school term. In May we 
closed our first semester. We still have 
eleven boys with us, but we do need to get 
located in the country, for the school in the 
city is far from ideal.
Week before last a revival broke out spon­
taneously among us. I have a class in sys­
tematic theology at eight o’clock in the morn­
ing, and in that class on Monday one of the 
boys asked if we could really be sure that 
we were saved.
Noticing that the whole group of five 
upper classmen were genuinely interested, I 
put aside the lesson and took up a Bible 
and answered their questions from it for 
several minutes. Then I began to testify 
and at last I gave a simple but sincere ex­
hortation. We all knelt for prayer and those 
who were in doubt came up with clear testi­
monies. The Spirit of revival spread on into 
the chapel service and lasted into the next 
day, until every one in the school was very 
sure of his salvation.
This time of refreshing was very good 
for all of our souls. And what is more, it 
has worked a wonderful difference in the 
school in a general way. Morale is higher. 
Conduct is better. Things are running 
smoother. And the revival is spreading to 
the churches, too.
Those students who have been with us 
three years will have finished all the require­
ments in the course of study for ministers. 
Besides the ministerial course we are run­
ning in several other courses, also. There 
are seven different Bible schools here in the 
high lands of Bolivia, and I think we are 
offering the most complete course of study 
of them all.
God is saving a good many people of the 
Spanish-speaking class these days and as 
they come into our school it will improve 
still more.
With our plans to be entering the base­
ment of the Winchester Memorial Church 
soon with our largest grade school, the Min­
istry of Education has granted us perm;ssion 
to operate the first year of high school, too. 
Students who come through our own prepar­
atory schools should be much better fitted 
for Bible school work.
Students and teacher at our school in Cohoni, Bolivia
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^opmcnls in ^apan
'T'HE Northwest Orient flight was fifteen hours 
late. Instead of arriving in Tokyo at three 
o’clock in the afternoon on Saturday. May 7, as 
scheduled, we landed at six o'clock Sunday morn­
ing. Nevertheless, the missionaries were waiting 
to welcome us.
Our visit, which ended at nine o’clock in the 
morning on May 14. was rich and rewarding. 
The dedication of the Florence Eckel Memorial 
Church, the district assembly, trips to Yokohama, 
Nagoyo. Kyoto, and Osaka, a Japanese dinner in 
the home of Rev. and Mrs. Nobumi Isayama, and 
wonderful fellowship with our missionaries and 
Japanese people, both preachers and laymen, 
were a few of the high experiences of our brief 
time in Japan.
Leaving our shoes in the vestibule of the 
church, we wore house slippers into the head­
quarters church, where some three hundred and 
fifty people had gathered for worship. This was 
an actual count, since the pairs of shoes or street 
sandals easily determined the attendance.
The first row of seats was about twenty feet 
from the altar. This. I discovered, was for two 
purposes. First—-many of the people wanted to 
listen in Oriental fashion, sitting on small square 
mats on the floor. This front space was crowded. 
Second—the praying after the service was done 
in small groups with the people facing each 
other, kneeling or sitting on these mats. It was 
very unique and interesting, and very effective.
The courteous custom of greeting one another, 
or saying farewell with a low Japanese bow. the 
time snent in prayer during each service, and the 
custom of being seated after the final song and 
benediction were deeply impressive.
Since 1946, the Church of the Nazarene has 
sent ten missionaries to Japan. They have given 
a good account of themselves. The language 
problem has presented the highest hurdle, except 
for out- veteran missionary. Dr. W. A. Eckel. 
However, the new workers have done admirably 
well Other obstacles and adjustments nave oc­
casioned sincere prayer and earnest endeavor, 
but they have only served to show the caliber of 
these young missionaries. Dr. Eckel is to be 
commended for his leadership in the missionary 
council, as well as on the Japanese District dur­
ing the difficult postwar years.
There are now 44 churches and 67 missions in 
Japan, with a total membership of 4,180. Twenty- 
one of the churches are self-supporting as far as 
operation is concerned, and 4 more are planning 
on being self-supporting this year.
Assistance is needed on their building and ex­
pansion programs throughout the district. Every/ 
dollar invested in buildings they match in money, 
materials, or labor. In some cases they can erect 
a building valued at $15,000.00 for an allocation 
of $6,000.00. This is certainly stretching the 
General Budget, special, and Alabaster box dol­
lars!
One tremendously significant action of the 
assembly/ this year was the adding of one million 
yen ($3,000.00) to their local budgets for evan­
gelism. This is an indication of their desire to 
expand their work.
The Filkin Memorial Bible School in Tokyo 
enjoys an enrollment of thirty students. Four 
were graduated this year. The school choir sang 
excellently, under the leadership of Brother 
Nobumi Isayama’s son, for the evening meet­
ings, and the school service during the assembly. 
When you realize that Tokyo, a city of seven 
million people, has seventy-two four-year col­
leges. it is not difficult to understand the need 
for specialized training in a Bible seminary.
It is a well-known fact that Hiroshima was 
wiped out during the war. With this background, 
it is heartening to note that Mrs. Nagosa. whose 
minister-husband lost his life in the A-bomb 
explosion, has led the church from a member­
ship of 2 members just after the war to 110 at 
the present time.
One hundred and nine other cities and towns 
were bombed during the war with 35 to 95 per
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cent destruction. Two cities which suffered 
heavily were Nagoya and Osaka. The former is 
a city with a million and a quarter population, 
where we have an Alabaster building project 
partially completed, ^The church is a year and 
a half old. The city of Osaka is not new to our 
church, but we lost our property there during 
the war and need desperately to replace the 
small, temporary quanset hut which is crowded 
beyond its limited capacity. There are three 
million people in this city.
The service in Kyoto, one of the main centers 
of our Japanese work, will long be remembered. 
There are more shrines and temples there than 
you could see in one year if you should visit 
three of them each day. We were thrilled with 
the five Nazarene churches in this city of one 
million people.
Japan has shown rapid development since the 
war. This is also true of the Church of the 
Nazarene in Japan. May God continue to bless 
our staff of workers and our Christian laymen 
in this land.
I want to report the finest revival meeting in 
the history of the Pierre Indian Mission, in South 
Dakota. Our mission is among the Sioux Indian 
people, where Mrs. Schumacher and I had the 
privilege of starting the Nazarene work in 1952. 
The Lord has helped us to make steady progress 
each year since then.
Our Sunday school is averaging in the fifties, 
our Sunday morning services from thirty to forty- 
five, and our Sunday night and Thursday night 
services between thirty-five and sixty. The moral 
tide as well as the spiritual level is rising.
Our field is in many respects more needy than 
some of the foreign fields of which we have heard, 
for our Indian people have never been lifted from 
their ancient pagan ways of worship.
In our recent revival, thirty-seven of our peo 
pie came to the altar for salvation or to be re­
claimed. Many of these have shown decided prog­
ress since then. Our attendance has been 
better: the finances have nearly doubled, since the 
evangelist preached tithing.—F. M. Schumacher, 
North American Indian District.
J Pillar of Cloud &for.
And the Lord went before them by day in a 
pillar of a cloud, to lead them the way . . . (Exod. 
13:21).
The day arrived for me to leave for my second 
term of missionary work in Guatemala. I had 
said good-by to loved ones and friends, and was 
getting ready to leave New Orleans, Louisiana, 
by boat for my field of labor. I knew some of the 
things before me. since I had been on the field 
before. Our plans were to make the trio with 
Rev. and Mrs. James Hudson, who had been ap­
pointed to Guatemala, but they were not able to 
leave on that date. I was to make the trip alone 
—but really not alone. What a blessed experi­
ence I had with my great Heavenly Father on 
that day! He gave me the above verse, and as­
sured me that the “cloud” was lifting for me 
from the States and was moving toward Guate­
mala. I knew that He was leading me, and I was 
ready to go. What a thrill to know Fie is leading! 
—Mayme Alexander, Guatemala.
FRONT COVER
Young British Guiana girls, with homemade baskets 
atop their heads. The live chickens they are taking to 
market dutifully keep their places in the baskets without 
being tethered.
Photo by Evelyn De Long, Three Lions
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Recently we visited Casa Robles at Temple 
City, California, six miles from Pasadena.
It was a real privilege to again meet and greet 
these heroes and heroines of the Cross.
Dr. A. E. Sanner, our genial and bighearted 
superintendent, escorted Mrs. Jones and me 
through the grounds. We visited the various cot­
tages where our veteran missionaries live, some 
of whom have served many years on the field. 
Dr. and Mrs. Sanner are fitting into the work 
most admirably and are rendering a great serv­
ice to the missionaries and the church.
Sister Lula Schmelz.enbach and Sister Ruby 
Blackman have come to the home since the ac­
companying picture was taken. In the picture are 
thirteen missionaries, the superintendents, and 
the caretakers.
The site of the home, comprising three and one- 
half acres, was secured in three purchases and 
was dedicated by Dr. J. B. Chapman in February. 
1947. With these purchases we acquired five 
buildings: the present administration building, a 
home for the superintendent, and three mission 
ary cottages. There are now eighteen buildings, 
fifteen of them cottages for missionaries. Each 
cottage cost approximately $6,000.00. They are 
beautiful three or four-room homes, modern in 
every respect. Each single missionary and each 
missionary couple has a comfortable home to 
themselves in which to spend their last years. 
The atmosphere is ideal, the fellowship most en­
joyable, and the physical surroundings invigorat­
ing for those who have returned from God’s 
harvest fields. Beautiful tropical shrubbery and 
trees cover the entire grounds. The name “Casa 
Robles.” meaning “House of the Oaks,” was 
chosen because of the many large native oak 
trees on the grounds.
The Church of the Nazarene can well be proud 
of its home for retired missionaries. The land and 
buildings, located in San Gabriel Valley, are 
worth, at the present time, $175,000.00. The home 
is governed by a board of directors consisting of 
seven members, elected by the Department of 
Foreign Missions of the Church of the Nazarene, 
of which board the General Secretary of Foreign 
Missions is an ex-officio member.
Rev. V. P. Drake of San Diego, California, was 
the first superintendent. He did remarkably well 
in getting the home established and laying the 
groundwork for the future. He served approxi­
mately six years and was succeeded by Dr. A. E. 
Sanner in October. 1952. During the last three 
years, twelve thousand dollars has been spent in 
improving the grounds. That does not include 
the cottages that have been built in that time.
Space has been allocated, within the present 
over-all plans for the property, to build five 
more cottages as they are needed. All property 
is deeded to the General Board of the Church 
of the Nazarene.
The following missionaries were residents of 
Casa Robles in April, 1955, when this article was 
written:
Mr. & Mrs. Harvey Coats (Guatemala): Mr., 
8 years; Mrs., 27 years
Rev. & Mrs. Roger Winans (Peru): Mr., 34 
years: Mrs., 30 years
Rev. Frank Ferguson (Cuba, Mexico, Argen­
tina) : 42 years
Mrs. Ruby Blackman (India): 34 years
Miss Dora Carpenter (Africa): 25 years
Miss Catherine Flagler (China) : 34 years
Mrs, Charles Miller (Argentina, Mexico): 40 
years
Miss Eva Rixse (Africa) : 17 years
Mrs. Lula Schmelz.enbach (Africa): 47 years
Miss Bessie Seay (India, Africa): 27 years
Miss Myrl Thompson (China): 5 years
Miss Mary Pannell (China): 16 years
Mrs. Ora West (Africa) : 25 years
This gives a grand total of 411 years of mission­
ary service represented by these fifteen mission­
aries. And it is, indeed, a grand total!
The Church of the Nazarene holds in high 
esteem the missionaries it sends to foreign lands.
They are worthy of the best and the kindest con­
sideration when their days of service on the 
foreign fields come to an end. The church is 
endeavoring to pay them a debt of love and 




Rev. and Mrs. D. H. Spencer are now at P.O. 
Box 14, Bremersdorp, Swaziland, South Africa. 
They write that much of their mail is still going 
to the old address. Please make a note of this 
change.
Rev. and Mrs. Clifford Church have received 
their permanent residence visas for Portuguese 
East Africa and are now on their way to the 
field. Their temporary address will be: c o Floyd 
Perkins, Caixa Postal 1011. Lourenco Marques, 
Mocambique, P.E.A.
Rev. and Mrs. Lester Johnston, of Argentina, 
who had thought they were going to have to re­
turn to the homeland permanently because of 
Mrs. Johnston’s health, decided, after extensive 
X -rays, to remain in Argentina, where Mrs. 
Johnston has had an operation which they hope 
will restore her healthand enable her to continue 
in missionary work after a. year of recuperation. 
Their address is: ’3 de febrero 13, Rosario de 
Santa Fe, Argentina
Miss Nellie Storey sailed from Africa to Eng­
land, June 23. She will be coming to the United 
States about the last of August, for the last part 
of her furlough.
Miss Mary Cooper has recently returned from 
Africa on furlough. Her home address is Hills­
boro, Indiana.
Rev. and Mrs. FL C. Best sailed for England 
the early part of June. They wili retire there.
Miss Jessie Rennie is booke:; io ’Ft on the 
“Athlone Castle.' July 2L for England.
en Question]
1. Who did personal evangelism by mail, and 
was successful?
2. In what country do the chickens seem to 
be trained to “stay put” while on the way to 
market?
3. Over how many stations does our Spanish 
Broadcast now go?
4. Where did a spontaneous revival break out?
5. Where does Independence Day come on 
January 1?
6. How many years of missionary service are 
represented by our retired missionaries at Casa 
Robles?
7. Describe a missionary’s kitchen range.
8. What does Min Mal Allah mean?
9. Where are bandages urgently needed?
10. Describe the mission field N.F.M.S. pro­
gram in which they presented to their people the 
challenge of new areas which need the gospel.
nniv ^or ^e naf'ona' Christians and the work 
IDIAI |n Peten, Guatemala. Persecution is 
strong against the gospel, and we have 
had no missionary stationed there for 
several months. Pray that God will be 
with the Christians, and with the evan­
gelical work in all Guatemala.
DP AV f°r our missionaries who labor among the 
I nrl I inciian people of South and Central 
America. They are more open to the 
gospel than they have been for years. 
There is opportunity for a great harvest 
of souls among these sturdy people1 if we 
can only seize the openings that ar e ours 
today.
PRAY for the national Christians in India. Their 
inni problems are many, conditions are still 
critical, but God is infinitely able to raise 
up to himself a strong holiness church in 
India.
DD t V *(,r our Bible school students and teachers. 
• Ilni From these schools will con’.'.’ the trained 
h'dmoss baiMs wo neet; is. bulk: the
ence
in ^.J^aiti
T Tow do you celebrate the Fourth of July in
* Haiti?" the letter read. I didn't know ex­
actly how to answer that one. for the Fourth of 
July marks the anniversary of the independence 
of the United States, and not of Haiti. On the 
Fourth of July we American missionaries usually 
get together for a picnic (complete with imported 
‘‘hot dogs”), and for several years we have at­
tended a reception in the evening at the home of 
the American ambassador, where a fireworks 
display for the children was included in the 
festivities.
But Haitians celebrate their "Fourth of July” 
on the first of January, which is the anniversary 
of Haitian independence. Last year. Haiti cele­
brated her 150th year of independence, since Des- 
salines proclaimed independence from France 
(having defeated Napoleon’s armies) on January 
1. 1804. at Gonaives (the main city of a region 
where we have six churches). During this spe­
cial year there were many new monuments of 
revolutionary heroes dedicated and even a real­
istic re-enactment of the decisive battle of Ver- 
tieres in the north, among other special festivities.
Political independence in 1804 in Haiti meant 
not only freedom from France's control but also 
freedom from slavery, for almost all the people 
except a tiny group of mulattoes had been slaves 
under the French. Today, in 1955, all Haitians 
are proud members of a free nation, yet there 
are many chains that bind them still. There are 
natural and social evils that the country is heroi­
cally fighting (disease, poverty, illiteracy), and 
these bonds are gradually being thrown off.
There remains, however, in Haiti, as in the 
United States, an independence that every in­
dividual must find for himself. Freedom from 
the power and guilt of sin cannot be achieved 
through legislation, social reform, or education. 
And Haiti struggles on under the shackles of
.4 Haitian mountain home
superstition and sin. It takes a mighty revolu­
tion of the Holy Spirit to overthrow the forces of 
evil and give the individual a personal liberty 
in Christ. This revolution is going on silently in 
Haiti in the hearts of people here and there as 
they find the great Emancipator as their Saviour.
There are very few Haitians to whom I have 
spoken about their souls who have not only 
admitted that they ought to become real Chris­
tians but also expressed their intention to do 
so at some time. Haiti is ready for revival. Our 
hearts have been thrilled recently as we have 
seen for the first time in Haiti real, old-fashioned 
conviction in seekers. Pray with us that the 
Haitians may participate in the same liberty 
“wherewith Christ hath made us free” (Gal. 5:1) .
^barfiny, WK Spied er. WK Should, and WK St etcher, Sndia
Today I want to introduce to you some of our nurses and workers at the hospital.
Nalinibai Yangad. a graduate nurse, has re­
turned from taking a six-month postgraduate 
course in teaching nurses and she is taking much 
of the responsibility in that capacity. Next year 
we are praying that God will open up the way 
for her to take a Sister-Tutors’ course, which will 
qualify her not only to teach nurses but also 
to be superintendent of nurses here. God called 
her to do this work when she was recovering 
from tuberculosis four year ago, and it is beau­
tiful to hear her testimony of how God is leading 
her and teaching her new truths about himself 
and His way.
At our graduation exercises last fall, two nurses 
received hospital certificates for completing their 
three-year course here. At the altar service fol­
lowing the graduation address, these nurses con­
secrated anew their talent and profession to God 
for His service.
There are four of our nurses out in dispensaries 
now and we have at least two more who could 
go this coming year. This can be a great blessing 
to people in villages where there is no medical 
help within long distances. Will you pray with 
us that God will call the ones He wants to go?
This year there are sixteen students in train­
ing. One of our new nurses was a Hindu girl. 
Laxmibai, whose father is an inquirer. Recently 
she found her way to the altar and sought Jesus 
Christ for her Saviour. Although at first it was 
difficult to say His name, she found Him, who 
came in and gave her the assurance of sins for­
given. We do praise God for all the nurses whom 
He has sent to us. They are catching the vision in 
a new way of witnessing to the patients while 
caring for them.
Besides the nurses, there are numbers of others 
who work for us at the hospital. I would like to 
tell you about Sujanibai. About seven years ago, 
while she was a patient in the hospital, she heard 
about Jesus Christ. She could not read or write 
but the nurses and Christian women told her 
Bible stories, prayed with her, and led her to 
the Lord. Most of the time since then she has 
been working here. If you could visit us. you 
would probably see her in the courtyard standing 
over a tub washing baby clothes. One day I heard 
her talking, so I inquired what she wanted. She 
replied, “Oh, I was just praying to my Father 
while I worked."
She is a real blessing and testimony to the pa­
tients as well as to us. as we see her shine for Him.
Among our workers, there are several Hindus. 
Our tailor was saved not long ago. and our 
sweeper family now is asking about baptism. But 
the family that does the hospital laundry is far 
from God. Will you pray for these as well as the 
Christian workers?
We must have nurses and other workers to 
care for patients and do the many tasks here, 
but most of all we must give out the Word. All 
have a part in this, but we do praise God that 
He has given us a Bible woman. Sarjabai Yangad; 
and an evangelist, Sampatrao Shinde. Sarjabai’s 
husband was a preacher who died just a year or 
two ago with cerebral malaria. She was a teacher 
before she was married, and then had Bible train­
ing also. She has six children, five of whom are 
in Chikhli boarding school, and the youngest boy 
is with her. Each morning you will find her doing 
personal work and selling Gospels to the outpa­
tients, and in the afternoon she works among the 
inpatients. When I go to the hospital, many times 
I hear her singing to the sick ones, and I pray 
that God will bless her and make her a blessing 
to those in darkness.
Sampat is one of our preachers who, because 
of tuberculosis, was in a sanatorium for eight 
years. God has miraculously spared his life and 
almost every day he preaches to the men. Eter­
nity alone will reveal the results of the work of 
these two servants of His.
God has been faithful to us all these months. 
One of our staff nurses was sleeping with her 
sister on the floor of their house, since her mother 
who had come to visit her was occupying their 
bed. Late at night, Bhagubai heard a noise as 
something fell from above. She jumped up and 
saw a big cobra snake slithering away from the 
foot of their mattress toward a pile of wood in 
the corner. They grabbed a long stick and killed 
the snake, but in the morning were still trem­
bling as they praised God for protecting their 
lives.
God gives many opportunities to speak and 
pray with those who are ill and we do praise 
God that, in this way, He reveals himself to them. 
One day when I asked a very sick lady if she 
would like me to pray with her, she replied, “How 
much do you charge lor praying with us?”
Another lady, when asked the same question, 
replied. “Yes. if God will hear you. you pray, 
for He will not listen to us.
Both of these patients recognized that God did 
hear and answer these prayers.
Some time ago. a Hindu boy about twelve years 
old was brought to the hospital by some ol his 
relatives. He was only partly conscious and was 
so restless that the men had to take turns holding 
him in bed. The diagnosis was cerebral malaria, 
which almost always proves fatal. About the 
fourth dav, he became more restless, stared into 
space, and prayed: “Jesus, I am a sinner: please 
forgive me. Jesus, will You hear my cry'? Will 
You make me better9 Will You take me with 
You9 I won't do it any more. O Jesus. I am a 
sinner; please forgive me: I won’t do it any more.”
This continued lor two days and nights before 
he lapsed into unconsciousness. We asked his 
mother where he had heard about Jesus and she 
replied: “He went to the Christian school here 
in Ba<im The teacher was a fine man. for he 
taught the children well and they loved him 
dearly.”
We prayed with her and asked God, if it would 
glorify Him. to heal the boy.
The lad was fed by a nasal tube and Dr. Spei­
cher treated him and kept constant watch over 
him for three more weeks, and then he began to 
improve. When he was well enough to go home, 
his mother said that Jesus had healed him and 
that she believed on Him. Some time after, the 
grandmother came to me to collect some money 
for some flowerpots we had purchased from her. 
and as we talked, her face shone. She testified 
that ever since her first grandson had been healed 
ten years before, in this hospital, she had not 
worshiped idols bul had believed in Jesus Christ.
Please remember Sariabai as she visits in this 
home, and pray that this family will not only 
believe in their hearts, but also will confess pub­
licly that Jesus is their Saviour.
God has begun a work on our district. We shall 
not be satisfied until we see people in every one 
of the eighteen hundred villages find the peace 
that passeth understanding. We in the hospital 
must do our nart. With us. will you continue to 
bombard heaven with requests, obeying Him. 
until we see this accomplished which we believe 
is His will?
ANSWERED PRAYER: Do you watch the 
Herald of Holiness for the answers to 
your prayers? As soon as we receive an 
answer to a prayer request, we print it 
in the Foreign Missions column in the 
Herald, in order to get it to you as soon 
as possible.
I you ever hear the story of our Blouberg 
bell? It was very thrilling to us.
When we were in Blouberg, before our last 
furlough, we wrote at the bottom of our annual 
box list, one year, “a bell.” never daring to hope 
that we would actually receive one.
That box list finally landed at the home of the 
district president of the Washington-Philadelphia 
N.F.M.S. She took it to the president of the 
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. And that good man 
was pleased to have a large, 150-pound brass 
bell, that had been outmoded, shipped to Africa. 
Not only that, but the railroad company cleaned, 
painted, crated, and shipped the bell. It would 
have been impossible to have secured the bell 
in South Africa, and if it had been obtainable 
it would have cost us several hundred dollars.
But since it was donated to the church in 
America to send to a mission as a gift, it came 
through with practically no duty. How we praised 
God for that bell, and the B. & O. president, and 
the good N.F.M.S. president who had made it 
possible!
Today, in a much warmer climate than it knew 
before, the big brass bell rides serenely at the top 
of our church. Midst the roll of demon drums, 
the church bell rings forth its clarion call of Avarn- 
ing and invitation. May many weary souls, 
blinded by the darkness of sin, hear its call and 
flee for refuge to the Saviour.
journey to
NORMAN—
Thanks to your prayers, we are all here in 
Portuguese East Africa, at last. Would you like 
to hear about our trip?
On September 19 we left the “home base” in. 
the three-quarter-ton pickup, which had just' 
room for the three of us, with Alison lying in her 
carrycot. We spent the night with the Grahams, 
our missionaries at Naboomspruit. Northern 
Transvaal, and the next day crossed the Tropic 
of Capricorn to Messina, and then on to Beit 
Bridge, Southern Rhodesia, and ended at Fort 
Victoria. For hundreds of miles the road had 
taken us through scrubby woodland, with giant 
baobab trees here and there as we traveled fur­
ther north. These trees sometimes have trunks 
twelve feet in diameter.
JOAN—
It was good each night to get Alison looking 
clean again; for, like us, she was covered with 
the dust of the roads, only somehow it didn’t look 
right on a six-weeks-old baby. She was very good 
on the journey and most of the time lay quietly 
in her carrycot, though she would jump and her 
little hands would go above her head (or clutch 
my finger tightly, if it were there) at each jolt or 
lurch.
NORMAN—
On Monday afternoon, just when we were re­
joicing over the wonderful way things were going, 
there was an ominous “Fizz ...” and we knew 
what it was—a puncture on an unshaded road. 
It was hot as we got out the tools and changed 
wheels, but Alison was all right in her carrycot 
at the side of the road, though not too fond of the 
mosquito net over her, apparently because she 
couldn’t see what was going on. In an hour we 
were off again and at five in the afternoon came 
the momentous occasion for Joan, of crossing the 
border into Portuguese territory. Fifty minutes 
later we reached the customs at Changara. 
Through there, hot and tired, we thankfully 
drove the few yards to the hotel—only to find its 
four or five candle-lit rooms were already full. 
There was nothing for it but to make for the town 
of Tete, sixty miles on.
We hadn’t gone far before we found that the 
vibrations had lessened some bolts and caused 
the radiator to leak. So out we all turned, in the 
strange forest, pitch black behind the headlights, 
while I got out and got under. It was very quiet 
except for Alison’s frightened little crying and 
then Joan singing, “Jesus, tender Shepherd, hear 
me,” to keep up her own spirits as well as to 
calm Alison. But we were soon off again and 
exceedingly grateful to God when we reached 
Tete just before nine o’clock. It was very hot 
there and we could appreciate Brother and Sis­
ter Best’s assertion that in Tete they didn't stop 
perspiring day or night.
Next morning with only ninety miles to go, 
we crossed the Zambezi on the pontoon and fol­
lowed the road up and down and left and right 
until—“Oh, no!”—a female exclamation—but it 
was: another puncture. That was at one-forty. 
We took the wheel off, but all that was left of 
the inner tube was ribbons and jigsaw pieces. 
So down came the previously punctured wheel 
It was burning hot and hundreds of tiny flies 
crawled into our hair and eyes and noses and 
ears as we tried and tried and tried to get that 
inner tube out to repair it. How we prayed that 
God would send us help! We were grateful for 
sips from our bottle of now very warm water. 
After nearly two and a half hours, the water was 
almost done and so were we when—most wel­
come of welcome sights—up the hill came a na­
tive man on his bike. Hi1 alighted and came over 
to lend a hand and in just over an hour the wheel 
was repaired and on. Our helper rode off. pleased 
with his reward and with the inner tube remnants 
(perhaps for shoes?); and we drove on. thankful 
to God. who had sent us help.
Just before we reached home we struck a gulley 
cut across the road and our heads hit the ceiling 
several times before they resumed their normal 
places' Fortunately. .Ioan was holding Alison, 
so she didn’t bounce out of her carry-cot.
It was nearly seven o’clock in the evening 
when we reached the mission, to be welcomed by 
a swinging lamp hurried towards us by the evan­
gelist and two of the men.
Really home! God grant that many will come 
home to Him. as only in His strength, we seek 
to carry on the work which has been started here 
with so much sacrifice on the part of others.
JOAN—
Our house is quite nice and compact. The front 
and back doors both open into the central room, 
which is always quite dark because the thatched 
roof comes down to form a veranda on each side, 
and of course there couldn’t be a ceiling window 
(or whatever the technical name is). It has a 
table and several chairs, locally made. Four small 
and two tiny rooms lead off this main room. The 
tiny ones are pantry and bathroom. The pantry 
has rows of paraffin (kerosene) and petrol (gaso­
line) boxes to take the goods, and the bathroom 
contains a large tin bath and a blue enamel toilet
Borman anJ^oan
set standing on more boxes. Of the four other 
rooms, one is our bedroom, another a visitors’ 
bedroom (in case we ever get any); in a third 
I “do" Alison and keep my sewing machine and 
things; the fourth is a sort of office-study-library 
(to be)-storeplace for native literature-cum 
toolshop-and-lamp-and-paraffin-house. All the 
rooms are floored and ceilinged with native split- 
reed mats (some too split). No doubt any other 
kind of ceiling would soon be spoiled, for thatch 
lets quite a bit of rain in. Our “bedroom suite” 
is made of paraffin boxes, one op top of the 
other; but Norman is making drawers out of 
other boxes, with spool handles, to fit inside these 
boxes, and that is a great improvement. He is 
also halving other boxes to make shelves for our 
many books which are still reposing in packing 
cases in the office.
The mission station is on high, rocky land 
which has had to be terraced, both for growing 
things and so that the topsoil wouldn’t all be 
washed away. When it rains heavily, as it has 
been doing today, small rivers of water run down 
everywhere, There are quite a few things grow­
ing: peaches, a few pineapples, some plantains, 
a few' good oranges, lemons, limes, avocado pears, 
and mangoes. One apple tree is here-—though 
on its last legs, and quite a few mulberry bushes. 
There are beautiful blue hydrangeas growing 
along the back of the house, and many red- and 
white-flowered shrubs or trees about. Lovely 
flowers grow wild, including some that look like 
small orchids and others like large red hyacinths.
Our farmyard to date is comprised of some 
skmny chickens and six rabbits which we hope 
to eat when they are big enough, and a big old 
pig. Norman bought her with a view’ to raising 
her piglets but they all died. So—no pork for a 
long while. So far our meat supply has come 
from the this of corned beef and Vienna sausages 
that we brought With us, though you can do quite 
a few things wdth these. Apart from ours, I 
haven’t seen an animal up here. Nobody keeps 
cows because of the tsetse fly: but I haven’t even 
seen a goat, although this week a man asked if 
we’d like to buy one. Of course we would. 
Norman has been seeing about getting a pen nut 
up for it. We asked the men if it could be built 
down by the stream from w’hich all our water 
has to be carried up in tins. “No.” they said. 
“Many lions.” I’m afraid we rather took that 
with a pinch of salt, thinking wild beasts were a 
thing of the past around here, but we changed 
our opinion last night when we heard the call 
of a hyena not many yards away. He was after 
the chickens, the men told us this morning.
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There is also game about. We haven’t seen 
any) but last Saturday one of the men went off, 
complete with three or four dogs on homemade 
fiber leashes, and his bow and arrow'. He got 
four animals of a sort, though we couldn’t make 
out what sort. Guns are not allowed anyone 
without permission from the governor-general; 
or perhaps our meat supply could be increased.
Our first attempts at breadmaking with home) 
made yeast weren’t too successful, though we 
ate the results. Making it means going up to the 
kitchen, which is separated from the house by 
several yards and some rough stone steps, the 
last thing at night, with a storm lantern. So far 
Norman has always done the job, and with hyenas 
about I’d prefer it to sta^ that way. They do 
say that hyenas run off if you go out with a 
light, but I can't saj’ I’m brave enough to try.
You’d laugh at our kitchen range. It is built 
along the kitchen wall in a series of steps climbing 
up from one side to the other. At the bottom; 
you shove the sawn-up branches in (there’s no 
door to shut the fire in—the stove is homemade) ;• 
next up is a bricked-in petrol drum which serves, 
as an oven, though the lid doesn’t fit on properly. 
Further up still is another drum wdth a tap, 
which, before it leaked, used to be filled with' 
water to heat. Higher still is another drum; I 
don’t know’ what for. For all that, the fire serves, 
its purpose wrell and is immeasurably better than 
sticks on the floor would be.
It’s good to be able to understand bits and 
pieces of what the people are saying and to find 
that they understand when we say things to them. 
But it wall obviously take a long time to get 
w’ord-perfect, or as near to that as a European 
can come.
You’d feel sorry for the poor folk coming to 
the dispensary. Many of them walk for hours, 
to get here. There are all the usual sores and 
tummy troubles, but also there are people who 
come wdth bits of their toes eaten away by jigger 
fleas—those little creatures which burrow in and 
eat; and one little child has her fingers bitten, 
and a man his heel right away. About an hour 
ago a man and woman came in through the dark 
and rain with their baby who had fallen into the 
fire—a common occurrence—and had large 
patches of burn. The little thing was frightened 
of me and obviously hasn’t had much to do with 
Europeans. After doing what we could, we got 
one of the Christian men to pray, trusting that 
the parents will come to believe in our Saviour, 
the One who heals.
Oecently we had a beautiful wedding for two 
of our Bible school students. The chapel was 
decorated simply but looked very attractive. They 
built an arch which was on the floor level, and 
covered it in white paper with flowers and green 
fern covering it. The bridesmaids were all dressed 
in pale shades of pink. blue, orchid, yellow, and 
green; and the boys all wore white suits except 
the best man, who had a white coat and dark 
trousers. The groom, Carlino, was dressed in 
a new dark blue suit. Rebecca was beautiful in 
her wedding dress and veil. We covered a Bible 
with white satin and arranged white roses with 
the white ribbons hanging down. The brides­
maids carried flowers with big satin bows. All 
the flowers were artificial, but the Filipinos are 
so good at making things like that that it was 
difficult to see that they were not real. We put 
fresh greenery among them, so that they really 
looked nice. The cost of all the flowers was only 
three pesos. If we had bought fresh ones it would 
have been far too expensive. The boy’s parents 
pay the cost of the wedding in the Philippines, 
and this one cost them only thirty-three pesos. 
plus the cost of the bridesmaid’s dress for his 
sister.
We made up sandwiches and bought cookies 
and a soft drink. Carlino and Rebecca could not 
afford to spend more, for their parents are poor: 
but they would have gone in debt for the wedding, 
if necessary, to have things right.
It was a lovely wedding, but quite different 
from the usual custom: lor generally the boy's 
parents must pay for all the food, the dresses, 
and the fares to the wedding of all the relatives 
back as far as the sixth cousin or perhaps even 
farther. They must serve all these guests a feast 
of pork, rice, and all the special extras, and 
keep on serving them like this for as long as 
they choose to stay.
Since this wedding was in our chapel, we 
could not invite the guests to stay, for we had 
no accommodations for it.
When Rebecca went down the aisle. I lelt as 
though I were losing one of my own daughters. 
She has been with us for three years now and 
is very much liked by everyone.
Srian 'Ifan clef
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1. This is the dispensary as it was almost com­
pleted at Low Mountain. The mesa in the back­
ground is characteristic of the land around our 
Nazarene mission to the Navajos. Some of the 
reservation roads are graveled but many are 
just wagon tracks. Travel is difficult when sum­
mer winds blow sand into the trails or when 
flash floods wash away parts of the road.
2. Two Navajo girls display the patchwork 
quilts they have made at Low Mountain Naza­
rene Mission.
Many boxes of used clothing and medical sup­
plies have been sent to the Low Mountain Mis­
sion. Other boxes contained toys and good things 
for Christmas. After the good used clothing had 
been given to the people who were in need. Mrs. 
Vanciel started a sewing class as a part of her 
N.F.M.S. meeting. These girls took the surplus 
things and made them into warm patchwork 
quilts. They completed eighteen quilts, and every 
one found a grateful recipient who needed it.
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Touring the cherry blossom season we were out 
trying to get some pictures of these very 
beautiful fragile flowers which have made them­
selves a vital part of Japanese life and culture. 
They afford a topic of friendly conversation the 
year around, but especially in the spring. If a 
person reveals to another his interest in the 
cherry blossoms he immediately sets up a com­
mon ground for friendship. Artists paint pic­
tures of the blossoms, poets write verse about 
them, and composers set them into their musical 
themes. It is not uncommon to walk into a 
Japanese home and see these delightful blossoms 
beautifully carved in wood to decorate the walls, 
or painted on their “fusuma” paper doors to add 
charm.
On this particular day we had caught the 
Japanese feeling of excitement and were taking 
pictures, too. Far up on a little hill we saw an 
ancient shrine, faded and weather-beaten from 
the storms of many seasons, and now falling into 
decay. Around it the cherry trees were in full 
bloom.
We climbed the long flight of stairs to the top 
and focused our cameras on the lovely scene. 
Just then a tiny, crippled, old lady came very 
slowly and unsteadily up the steps. She was not 
coming to admire the blossoms but to worship 
at the shrine. Breathless and weary, she made 
her tottering way to the front of the drab, un­
kempt building, tossed a coin into the shrine
box, and knelt to pray. We watched silently, 
our hearts sad within us. 4
In sharp contrast to the dirty, abandoned old 
shrine, were the cherry blossoms in all their 
beauty and freshness—almost covering the 
shrine from sight. If one were seeking beauty, 
he would have sought it in the flowers, not in 
the shrine. Just so, if we are seeking beauty 
and freshness in life, we do not find it in old 
wooden shrines but in the beauty of the Son of 
God, the Creator of the cherry blossoms. Thank 
God today for the thousands of Japanese Naza- 
renes who have sought the beauty of the Son of 
God and have found in Him, the One altogether 
lovely, the One for whom their hearts have 
yearned for many years.
Win
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f>NE of the common sights which greets the 
stranger to the Middle East is the countless 
number of beggars who fill the air with their 
pitiful cries for help. In most of the Arab coun­
tries their ranks are swollen by the eight hundred 
thousand Arab refugees who fled from their 
homes in Palestine during the Jewish-Arab dis­
turbances. One cannot see these dejected neople 
without feeling a deep sense of pity for them.
If you stop to listen to the cry of the beggar, 
you will soon catch these words. "Min Mal Allah! 
Min Mal Allah!"—“From God’s money!” Each 
time I hear these words my heart is stirred.
From the mouths of the beggars on the street 
we are reminded that God has entrusted His 
money into our care, and a part of what we have, 
in a very special sense, belongs to Him.
I wonder what we are doing with God’s money? 
No doubt, many of us are faithfully tithing all 
that we receive and placing God’s share in the 
church where it belongs, to be used for His glory 
and the upbuilding of His kingdom. Yet there 
are some in the church who have not caught the 
real significance of the blessing that comes in 
giving God’s money back to Him.
We who are missionaries are often deeply 
moved by the results of the faithful giving of our 
people. We see souls won and cared for by the 
loving sacrifices of people at home. We see 
ignorance and fear give place to enlightenment 
and trust because God’s Word reached these 
lost ones, through the money which Nazarenes 
have given back to God.
Yet—my heart is stirred. The words of the 
beggar trouble me. God’s money—what am I 
doing with it? What could our church do towards 
the reaching of the lost millions of earth for 
Christ if all our people gave all of God’s money 
to the church?
Harry G. Flinner—The divine circumstances that have 
directed Harry Flinner to Peru began before his con­
version. His family was what might be called nominal 
Christian in that the children were sent to Sunday 
school and taught decency and honesty in the home, 
but neither the parents nor children knew anything of 
salvation.
When through the father's illness the family had to 
leave the farm and move to town, the home was first 
brought into contact with Christianity through the testi­
mony and influence of Christian neighbors who invited 
the family to Hollow Rock Holiness Camp Meeting and 
to services in a main street storeroom mission. It was 
there in that little holiness mission in West Bridgewater. 
Pennsylvania, that Harry was converted on Sunday 
afternoon, February 6, 1936. Within six months his 
mother and five brothers and sisters had also found the 
Lord in glorious salvation.
The following summer at the age of fourteen, Harry 
experienced the cleansing of entire sanctification, and 
shortly afterwards yielded to the call of God to foreign 
missionary service. Where, he did not know, nor how 
he would surmount the obstacles between the "call to 
go” and its realization.
At the death of their father, when Harry was seventeen, 
the responsibility of the home was laid upon the shoulders 
of the older boys. Collage seemed out of the question. 
Then came World War II and Harry was called to service. 
It was while in service that he first made contact with the 
Church of the Nazarene at Clarksville. Tennessee: Junc­
tion City, Kansas; Santa Maria, California; and Brockton, 
Massachusetts. God kept and blessed through three years 
of military service and by this means provided Brother 
Flinner with the finances for college.
Harry attended Asbury College, where he met his wife. 
Genevieve. While in college they pastored a rural Method­
ist church in Kentucky.
Upon their graduation in 1950, a door of opportunity 
was opened for the Flinners to go to Cuba and work 
through a boys’ orphanage there. While in this work they 
contacted Brother and Sister Lyle Prescott, superintendent 
of the Nazarene work on the Island. After prayer and 
counseling Mr. and Mrs. Flinner felt it would be the 
Lord’s will to return to the States, join the Nazarenes. 
and apply to that board for foreign service.
Brother Heinlein, district superintendent of the Pitts­
burgh District, graciously offered them a small church in 
the mountains of Pennsylvania at Beyersdale. There 
they labored for two years. Meanwhile Mr. Flinner
Genevieve Carney Flinner—I, Genevieve Carney Flin­
ner, was born August 18, 1921, near Sissonville. West 
Virginia. When I was seven years old my parents moved 
to Dunbar, West Virginia, and it was there that my mother 
became acquainted with the Church of the Nazarene and 
first heard about the doctrine of entire sanctification.
As a child I accompanied my parents to church, but in 
spite of a Christian home where I was taught Christian 
principles. I did not come to a real decision for Christ. 
As I grew older I decided that I would not attend the 
Nazarene church but would go to one of another denomi­
nation that was more popular. There I taught Sunday- 
school class, sang in the choir, and paid my tithe; but 
without ever finding Christ as my Saviour. Any attempt 
to win me over to the side of my parents was met only 
with rebellion.
The summer of 1945 my heart became deeply troubled 
and the Lord showed me that the things of this world 
are but for a moment’s pleasure. From June until Sep­
tember, I struggled over the decision to accept or reject 
Christ. But the Holy Spirit was faithful and on Sunday 
night of September 23, 1945, I prayed through to victory 
in a Nazarene church. November 19 of the same year I 
was sanctified and soon united with the church.
Through the influence of Christian friends I was led to 
attend Asbury College. I didn't know for what purpose 
I was going since I was then twenty-four years old and 
had been working for some time in a department store, 
but I knew this was God's will for me. So I started to 
college on faith. The Lord was faithful not only in pro­
viding the means but in making His purpose clear to me. 
Just after my sanctification I had had an inner urge to go 
to the mission field, but it was not until at Asbury Col­
lege during a Sunday afternoon missionary meeting that 
the call was made real to my heart.
At Asbury I also met my husband. Harry Flinner. and 
on June 1, 1948, we were united in marriage. Since that 
time the home has been blessed with the presence of two 
daughters: Judy, who is now five and a half; and Pamela, 
who is one.
We thank God for the high calling He has given us as 
we prepare to serve Him in Peru.
worked on his ordination studies, which he completed, and 
was ordained by Dr. Powers in 1953.
The Flinners are now in Peru, the country to which 
God through His providence has called and led them.
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Tuan Bray, at the age of twenty, decided to try 
J his fortune in the great city of New York. He 
bade his mother good-by at the railroad platform 
at Rosario. Argentina, and assured her that he 
was only going to Buenos Aires, just 220 miles 
away, for fear she would not let him go ii she 
knew his real destination.
Juan and Angelita Bray
He had only a lew Argentinian pesos, and a 
very limited knowledge of English, but he was 
strongly determined to reach New York, and 
become rich.
He found the streets of the American city were 
not paved with gold, and opportunities for a boy 
from another country were very meager indeed. 
Without friends, and without money, only his de­
termination held him steady. He secured jobs 
washing dishes in restaurants, or washing floors, 
when he could, but often paced the streets won­
dering where his next meal would come from. 
Finally lie found w >i r on a steamer cruising 
around Central America and at the end of the 
trip had saved enough rr.mey to return to Ar­
gentina. his wanderlust satisfied, tor the present
Several vkos latr” . mm. now settled ' Ros:,. 
rio, married a very nic& young lady named 
Angelita. They were very happy together, but 
Juan could not forget his unhappy days, and the 
boys he had met on board the ship who were 
also lonely and unhappy. He and Angelita be­
gan to visit the port of Rosario to search for 
foreign sailors who might be lonely and friend­
less in a strange country. They found many, and 
their home became a home away from home for 
many of them.
One of those who visited the Brays was a young 
man by the name of Mendoza, from Santa Ana. 
California. When this young man reached home, 
he wrote and thanked the Brays for their hos­
pitality, but his mother was even more grateful. 
She not only wrote in thanks, too, but she realized 
that here was a wonderful opportunity lor Chris­
tian service if she could only win the Brays to 
Christ. She sent them a Spanish Bible, but it 
never reached them. Then she sent them our 
Nazarene Spanish Herald and several tracts and 
portions of scripture, and some excellent advice. 
She said. “Our church [the Free Methodist] has 
no work in Argentina, so the best thing you can 
do is to find a Church of the Nazarene.” She 
had already inquired and found that there was 
a Church of the Nazarene in Rosario.
Juan Bray arrived at the door of the mission­
aries one Saturday afternoon with his Heraldo 
de Santidad and letters from Mrs. Mendoza. He 
and his wife began to attend our Nazarene church, 
and shortly afterward were sweetly saved. Today 
they are faithful Christians and members of the 
Rosario Nazarene church. They have really 
prospered, and are happy possessors of riches far 
better than gold.
Their picture was taken while they were vis- 
itinr tnem “Motiv" in Israc ” Mrs Esther Men-
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YOUR MISSIONARIES AUGUST EMPHASIS
OUR SPANISH­
SPEAKING BRETHREN
July is the 
month to give 
special prayer 




ing people of the 
Americas.
Our Span is h- 
language pro­
gram. "La Hora 
Nazarena,” has 
been on the air for more than a year 
and is being well received. It is now 
being aired on twenty-three stations, 
all but two of which are in Central 
and South America or the West 
Indies. In thousands of homes where 
our missionaries cannot go, you and 
I are regularly singing and preaching 
by these Spanish radio programs 
which we are sponsoring.
Rev. Honorato Reza, our God- 
called and anointed head of the Span­
ish publications, is the man chosen to 
preach God’s Word on these radio 
programs.
Mr. Reza and his helpers sent out a 
total of 715.000 pieces of Spanish 
literature which was distributed in 
24 different countries during 1954.
Much missionary material was pro­
vided in Spanish, Prayer and Fasting 
charts, Alabaster boxes, membership 
cards, Missionary reading course 
books, tracts, and other helps for the 
N.F.M.S.
You will be interested to know that 
we have our own recording studio on 
the top floor of our new Headquarters 
building. Our Spanish program tape 
recordings will be made in this studio.
During the month of July, the 
N.F.M.S. has been assigned the privi­
lege of raising the $10,000.00 needed 
for our Spanish radio program. Every 
society sending to Dr. John Stockton, 
6401 Paseo, Kansas City 10, Missouri, 
a check labled Special Spanish Broad­
cast will make it possible to keep 
this voice preaching to thousands of 
lost souls who have no other way to 
hear the saving gospel message.
GUATEMALA
The Bryants, furloughing mission­
aries from Guatemala, will be return­
ing to their field of labor early this 
fall. They are very desirous of tak­
ing back some much-needed musical 
instruments for the Bible school. 
They especially request used accor­
dions. trombones, and trumpets. If 
you have one of these instruments 
which you would like to contribute, 
send to:
Rev. R. Lawrence Bryant 
1311 Huffman Ave.
Day ton 3. Ohio
MEDICAL MISSIONS 
AND BOX WORK 
OPERATION BANDAGES
ISRAEL
Rev. Alexander Wachtel, mission­
ary to Israel, writes: "Duty on new 
clothing to Israel is 100 per cent. We 
would appreciate it if people would 
write us before sending parcels, so 
we can request what is most needed.
"Good used clothing is still very 
much needed. Mark. ‘Used Clothing 
for Free Distribution.' Parcels should 
not exceed twenty-two pounds." Send 
to: Rev. Alexander Wachtel
P.O. Box 170 Jerusalem, Israel
Dr. Samuel Hynd writes: "Could 
you please tell the missionary so­
cieties that we are very short of 
bandages here at the Raleigh Fitkin 
Memorial Hospital? I do not know 
whether some think we have enough 
and do not need them now, but we 
are running very short and would 
appreciate it if you could encourage 
them to send us a supply.’’





Mark parcels, “Used Bandages for
Hospital Use.’’
Weight limit: eleven pounds per 
parcel.
To save weight in packing, bandages 
could be sewn in oilcloth or plastic 
(to protect from dampness) and then 
in a strong piece of muslin. This will 
save the weight of a box.
August is the month we em­
phasize both medical missions 
and box work. Within the past 
two months I have had SOS 
calls for bandages from both 
our hospitals in South Africa. 
Wouldn't this he a wonderful 
opportunity to do something 
about both these emphases— 
something above and beyond 
our regular assigned official 
box work? Why not join in 
making OPERATION BAND- 
AGES one of the most success­
ful projects undertaken? We 
urge each missionary society 
who possibly can to send at 
least one eleven-pound parcel 
of bandages to one or both of 
our South African hospitals.
Bandages may be made from 
old sheets, linens, etc., one. two, 
three, and four inches wide, 
lengths sewn together (not 
pinned or just rolled). Roll 
tightly as possible in lengths of 
five or six yards.
Wrap and sew in oilcloth or 
plastic and strong muslin. Re­
member your parcel must not 
exceed eleven pounds in 
weight. Parcels should be 
marked. “Used Bandages for 
Hospital Use.” Parcels should 










Acornhock, Eastern Transvaal 
South Africa
I am sure your entire church 
will want a part in making 
OPERATION BANDAGES a 
success. Your pastor will be 
glad to give you an opportunity 
to request old sheets and linens 
which could be used in making 
the bandages, and even take up 
an offering in prayer meeting 
to cover the postage.
DON’T D EL A Y—Send at 
least one parcel of bandages 
this month, and if possible 
more. There is no danger of 
these two hospitals receiving 
more than they need.
PRAYER REQUESTS
Choose one item 
Chart.
Southwest Mexican District
1. Recognition and registration 
rights by the government for Tecate. 
Mexicali, and Colonia Azteca—all in 
Mexico.
2. Opening wedge in Chihuahua. 
Rev. Enrique and his wife and two 
little children will soon be entering 
this place where we do not have a 
single thing. It will entail much 
hardship.
3. Permanent place of worship at 
Hermosillo, Sonora, capital of the 
state. Rev. Jesse Chavez and his 
wife and four little children are the 
workers in this new field. The op­
position is nearly indescribable.
4. Starting of a work in Yuma. 
Arizona-..a strategic place with seem­
ingly insurmountable difficulties.
5. Self-support on the Southwest 
Mexican District.
6. That Southwest Mexican Dis­
trict be a 10 per cent district.
7. A great soul-saving revival on 
Southwest Mexican District.
India
More students in our Bible school 
—called of God, consecrated young 
people.
A TITHING CHURCH
Since our going on the tithing 
plan of giving, God has blessed 
our church. Our tremendous 
drain in building has limited 
our special offering potential, 
although we are expecting the 
Lord to help us in that too: but 
this way. we are actually giving 
more than 10 per cent. Oh. 
what a blessing to be faithful 
in our "church tithing" for the 
sake of the uttermost parts! We 
had 102 yesterday in attendance, 
about 15 new folk. The Holy 
Spirit's presence inspired and 





3:1. <r. (,r our fine young m<n bad
painted an attractive, large poster un- 
litled LAUNCH OUT LXT< > TH H 
DHUP.” which featured a large sailboat 
in nnd-<>uuan. Around this theme were 
based tin three missiona i y messages of 
the day: (I) Launch Out into the Deep 
in Prayer. (2) Launch (hit into the 
Deep in Haith, and (3) Launeh Out 
into the Deep in Personal Evangelism.
One of the high lights of our District 
X.H.M.S. Convention was the presence 
i f our own Argentine missionaries, Rev. 
and Mrs. Natalie Costa., who have cour­
ageously labored in the opening of the 
Church of the Nazarene in the province 
<>f Tueuman in northern Argentina. This 
is one of our district missionary projects 
which has been in operation to stimulate 
a greater missionary vision in our poo- 
pl’1 here. Mr. and Mrs. Costa both gave 
interesting accounts of their missionary 
act i vit i< s.
trees in order to get a Church of the 
Nazarinc established. Last of all. Miss 
Xi'da Ilodtiguez, newly converted native 
of the province of Tueuman and delegate 
to the District X’.Y.P.S, Convention, lift­
’d the can of sugar in representation 
of the sugar cane industry in the prov­
ince of Tueuman and asked (hat every­
one pray and work for the evangeliza- 
t ' " of her pi -Opie.
ing the lost sheep was impressively 
dramatized by the Donato Alvarez 
Junior Missionary Society.
The A rgent ine-Urugua y District now 
has 20 missionary societies with a total 
membership of 530; Prayer and Hasting 
League members, 510: 19 Junior So­
cieties with a membership of 675. Ala­
baster giving reached $9 50.00.




I tun sure you will be interested to 
hear about the use of the large Prayer 
Chart in our Blouberg women's meet­
ing. I brought home one of these 
large charts from Council and a cou­
ple of weeks ago I explained its use 
to the women. I wrote down some 
requests and had the joy of going 
back the following week and writing 
down an answer which we had re­
ceived.
Two weeks ago we wrote down the 
request for church sites—a subject 
of importunate prayer which we have 
been pleading in our regular prayer 
meetings for a long time. What joy 
I will have tomorrow when I will be 
able to write down the answer! We 
have an official letter from one sec­
tion of the tribe granting us a church 
site. We are expecting another very 
soon. This is history for Blouberg, 
as it is the first site granted us by 
the African people. But what thrills 
me even more is that our Christian 
women will be able to see and under­
stand that we are getting answers 
from a faithful God. Praise the Lord!
Betty Emslie
THE BIBLE IS GOD’S WORD 
Read, Study, Memorize, 
__________Carry It__________
ALABASTER CORNER
My time is getting away from me, 
so I must hasten on. There's a sail­
boat going to the Island of Sal today 
(that's where the airport is), so I 
want to send this. We are needing 
more Alabaster boxes and seals. We 
are planning to have our assembly in 
June, and if it is at all possible I’d 
like to have another 100 by then. We 
had our opening here in Mindelo the 
other night and got $90.00—our big­
gest opening yet. That makes us 
about $140.00 for the two openings. 
We haven’t all the returns on the 
other islands yet, but everyone seems 
to be enthused about the boxes—the 
reason why I'm asking for more. 
Could you send 25 (that's in addition 
to the 100) directly to Mrs. Ernest 
Eades, Box 5, Praia, Cape Verde Is­
lands? They are needing some at 
Praia and they will receive them 
more quickly if sent directly to them.






The missionary lessons 
for the year 1955-56 begin 
in the October-November- 
December issue of the 
Lender. Some of you have 
already had your assembly 
and are ready to begin the 
new study on ''Spreading 
the Gospel Today," Others 
have not yet had their as­
sembly and will need to 
hold these lessons until 
after their assembly.
Mrs. W. D. McGraw. Jr., 
who has so interestingly written the missionary lessons 
the last two years, will not be writing this year. But 
she will be back again next year and write for us the 
missionary lessons on the Philippine Islands, our mis­
sionary study for the year 1956-57.
We are introducing Elizabeth B. Jones. Mrs. Jonis 
is the author of several books, both prose ami poetry. 
She is a successful leader of children and a guide to 
children’s teachers. Her gift as a writer has shown in 
her ability to create stories that grew up mu of hie. 
And because she is a spiritually minded person, these 
stories all have spiritual tone so much needed ior om 
boys and girls.
We hope you will find these lessons helpful. not only 
in creating interest m missions, hut also in helping boys 
and girls find a deeper Christian experience and . 
richer outlook on life itself.
We have included several of Mrs. Jones s books in tin- 
new book list for Junior reading- le the Land ul ’Jie 
Bicj Siou.v. boyhood incidents in ihe file of Dr. J. G. 
Morrison, our late general superintendent. 35e: When You 
Need a Story, forly-ime short stories to tell or road SI .50. 
Other books arc: Tmrtlm- trifli God. Christ ion Homo 
Series for leaders $1.(10- God i.rivs Me. devotional 
thoughts for nine-to-1 wclve-year-i .Ids. Si.75: J’rmud 
About Me. devotional thoughts tor six-Ln-eight-J ear- 
olds. $1.50
Dear Boys am: Guils:
1 am sun. y!-u yiu m. ticmirm It.m v.- • w-.d 
Mr... W. D McGraw to- . h-w "rmi.n tel ■■■ wd 
b.u't imrn: betor. io> low b it ■ ■ ■■■".: ” -■■ vi:
m:, ■ le ; mm ■ m । o ■ 
getting acquainted with other boys and girls around the 
world.
By reading your Junior Society quarterly, you will 
discover what some of our plans are for this next year. 
You will learn that we plan to visit many countries as 
we discover ways of spreading the gospel today. Many 
of the countries we will visit are Spanish-speaking coun­
tries. such as Bolivia. Bern, Guatemala, and Uruguay. 
We also will discover how the gospel is being spread in 
Africa. India, Japan, and a brand-new mission field, 
New Guinea.
On our Boys’ and Girls’ Page in the Oihek Sheep. 
we hope to have stories and pictures of sna. oi the 
real boys and girls from these hinds.
If there is any country you would pmticuhirly hke 
Io hear about, or if you would like m ktmw mim.it a boy 
and riir! from this country, write io in. in care of 
ELIZABETH D. HODGES, and 1 will Hr ’■> find sue!; a 
story for you.
Il you cari think m any .v.iy to mala am page .rust aa 
mmi'i-slitig :ls p issibie. warn and ml rm p.iiir id-.-a--:.
Here is a htd, >m:1o-do'. pictui" toi you to work out. 
When you tmished it it r.i; bi- iiv.• .-.imp. of one
ol the countries wi will vi-it this year. Wbr, you mvr 
completed it. see il you know the mime vf lh>- ■■■-.mntry.
LA HORA NAZARENA”
(The Nazarene Hour)
REACHING THE 140,000,000 FOR CHRIST
La Libertad-
JULY IS THE MONTH SUGGESTED TO TAKE 
YOUR SPECIAL SPANISH BROADCAST OF­
FERING.
GOAL: NOT LESS THAN S10.000
EVERY N.F.M.S. CONTRIBUTING SOMETHING
THE N.F.M.S. HAS MADE THESE SPANISH 
BROADCASTS POSSIBLE. Your society will
San Juan (2) I Guayama 
I Mayaguez
Caguas








it is necessary to buy To help in getting
bul v A
(2) La Paz
Here are a few testimonies:
ten months, 
to say that 
twenty-two
“‘La Hora Nazarena’ is proving a great blessing 
here in Nicaragua."
‘‘There have been some interesting responses in 
Guatemala City and we believe that it will mean 
much to our ’work here."
“I am proud of this radio work being done by our 
church in Spanish."—Mexico.
The first “La Hora Nazarena" ("Nazareno Hour" 
as broadcast June 7, 1953. After one year am
“I wish to congratulate you and the others that 
are co-operating in the radio program ‘La Hora 
Nazarena.’ It is a great satisfaction for me when 
from so far you bring us spiritual refreshment.”— 
Pastor in Southern Mexico.
rene Radio League is proud Piura 
Nazarena” is now aired on
one in the States, three in Chiclayo
Central America, ten in South America, and eight 
in the West Indies. (Not all of these stations are 
shown on the map.)
Laws in some of the Latin-American countries 





the message of holiness to our Spanish-speaking 
neighbors, the N.F.M.S. has committed itself to raise 
a: least $10,000.00 a year for the Spanish Broadcast. 
This fiscal year the N.F.M.S. contributed a little 
less than S10.000.00. Since July is the month we 
emphasize the importance of national workers, it 
is fitting that it has been selected as the month for 
every N.F.M.S. to take a freewill offering for the 
Spanish Broadcast. If every society would send in 
not less than $5.00 (many societies can and will 
send more), we will reach the $10,000.00 goal 
without difficulty; but even more significant, we 
will have a share in giving the message of salvation 
which brings hope and cheer to many who would 





GO TO THE LATIN-AMERICAN COUNTRIE 
BY RADIO—CONTRIBUTE IN JULY TO “L 
HORA NAZARENA."
Send your individual or society contributions to the general treasurer. Mr. John Stockton. 6401 The Paseo, Kansas ( it. 10. Missouri, 
designated as “Spanish Broadcast. This is an approved Foreign Missions Special.
erpenis in €
^everal nights ago while preparing to retire, I looked up and saw 
a huge snake stretched along the top of the high-ceilinged parson­
age in Santa Clara, Las Villas, Cuba.
Startled, I called my husband. He brought the tall painting lad­
der, and “Cookie,” our large black dog; and with the hatchet and 
machete, we managed to knock the snake down and kill it.
Thinking that it was a harmless variety, we tossed it out back 
until morning. When the brickmason, Juan, and a newly converted 
helper, Roberto, arrived the next morning to help us paint and clean 
up our newly purchased home, they told us the snake was very 
poisonous, and showed us the long green venom sack in its tail. We 
had thought that the Majah was the only dangerous snake in Cuba, 
for when grown it can crush its victim with its powerful body, but 
here was a poisonous snake that had crept in unawares.
Tonight we returned from Encrucijada, where we had gone to 
visit one of our Nazarene ladies.
Nearing the small town of Mata, John, Jr., asked, “What is that 
light in the sky?”
It was a skyrocket, and was followed by scores of others. “A 
procession!” we sighed. But there was no other road to travel than 
the one we were on, which wound snakelike through the town. In 
front of us the crowds surged back and forth, and cars moved slowly, 
if at all. At last we made out the tall standards of the foremost 
paraders, t weaving through the night with their drunken, dancing, 
chanting train. There were strange images with weird lanterns bob­
bing back and forth. Then a great host of milling followers and 
watchers, howling with glee at a wagonload of heathenish Negro 
dancers, half crazed with drink, who were swaying to the band music. 
Slowly the motley procession wound its way through the streets and 
on to the center of celebration, where they would spend the night 
drinking and carousing. We drove on. thankful to be approaching 
Santa Clara and home.
As we remembered the poison snake we had found on our ceiling, 
we thought of the even deadlier poison of the serpents of sin and 
corruption all around us, which are slowly squeezing out the lives 
of these people, in the beautiful Island of Royal Palms.
Will you not pray with us for a revival in Cuba, that the serpents’ 
power may be broken, and many of these needy ones be brought to 
the Saviour?
